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Interferon 1983, vol 5. I Gresser (ed) pp 239 £13.50 IBSNO-12-302254-1 Orlando: Academic Press 1984 This the 5th volume of the series devoted entirely to various aspects of interferon, and it lives up to the reputation of its predecessors. There are modicums of molecular science and two straightforward chapters on interferon receptors and the mechanisms of antiviral action. But the two most important to clinicians are the one by Scott (CRC, Harrow) on toxic effects of interferon, and the other by Borden (Wisconsin) on the use of interferons in the treatment of cancer. Scott details the reactions of normal volunteers given purified or semi-purified materials usually of a-interferon. Fever, malaise and joint and muscle pains are the commonest toxic effects and they follow any injected dose of more than a million units. Nasal stuffiness with epistaxis and inflammatory mucosal changes follows the intranasal use of a2-interferon. Borden's paper is disappointing. The early trials in cancer were confusing in their results. Now, however, 'partial responses' are seen with interferon in breast cancer with metastases, renal carcinoma, bronchogenic or colorectal cancer and even leukaemias. One wonders about this term, but there are few complete responders. Perhaps ,y-interferon will produce greater degrees of response. the late Dr H 0 J Collier, a pharmacologist with a longstanding interest in aspirin, and partly to review recent advances in the pharmacology of aspirin. This publication is the outcome of that meeting and it is the aim of the Foundation to continue a programme ofmeetings every 18 months or so. In the initial part of the volume the modes of action of aspirin are reviewed by Drs S Moncada and E Higgs, by Dr J Morley and by Professor G Born. In spite of a lot of investigations in this area, it is clear that we do not yet understand all the actions of aspirinparticularly the differences between aspirin and salicylate. The side effects of aspirin are considered in part 2, and clearly here the organizers have chosen to be selective in their topics. The subjects that gain most attention are the gastric and renal side effects and, in addition, Reyes syndrome and its relation to salicylates is reviewed by Dr Susan Hall. The largest section of this volume is directed to the community benefits of aspirin and newer clinical uses for the drug. I was disappointed to find no discussion of the role of aspirin in the prevention of strokes since this is an area of considerable clinical doubt and concern. There is consideration of the role of aspirin in the early stages of experimental myocardial infarction in dogs. Clearly aspirin has a pronounced antiarrhythmic effect in the very early stages of such a myocardial infarction and the relevance to the clinical situation will be awaited with interest.
This volume, like most conference proceedings, contains items of interest to individual scientists and clinicians, but its appeal is unlikely to be general enough to recommend it to a wide audience. The authors of the chapters are a distinguished group but I think their objectives are not clear. They provide more detail than the general physician would have patience to read and not enough for most specialists in a given field. As with all multi-author books, a number of the sections are out-of date, e.g. the chapter on AIDS is good for clinical details but is well behind the times in diagnosis and pathogenesis. A more original approach is provided by Dinach who deals with 'Nine Controversies in the Management of Endocarditis', giving arguments for and against clinical problems and summarizing these with his own view. Kelly and Mitch provide a useful guide to the conservative management of chronic renal failure, and Reed Larsen gives an authoritative review of 'Alterations in Thyroid Function Tests in Non Thyroidal Disease'. I also found the chapters on 'The Refractory Anaemias' and 'Surgical Approaches to Rheumatoid Arthritis' helpful.
